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Abstract 

  

Electric power systems throughout the world are facing radical change stimulated by the pressing need to decarbonise 

electricity supply, to replace ageing assets and to make effective use of rapidly developing information and 

communication technologies (ICTs). These aims all converge in the Smart Grid. The Smart Grid uses advanced 

information and communication to control this new energy system reliably and efficiently. Some ICT infrastructure 

already exists for transmission voltages but at present there is very little real-time communication either to or from the 

customer or in distribution circuits. The present revolution in communication systems, particularly stimulated by the 

internet, offers the possibility of much greater monitoring and control throughout the power system and hence more 

effective, flexible and lower cost operation. The Smart Grid is an opportunity to use new ICTs to revolutionize the 

electrical power system. However, due to the huge size of the power system and the scale of investment that has been 

made in it over the years, any significant change will be expensive and requires careful justification. This paper presents 

various communication technologies for smart grid and their advantages and disadvantages. 

 

Keywords Information and Communication Technologies, Smart Grid, Real-time Communication, Communication 

systems. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
1
 Traditionally, the term grid is used for an electricity 

system that may support all or some of the following four 

operations electricity generation, electricity transmission, 

electricity distribution, and electricity control. A smart 

grid (SG), also called smart electrical/power grid, 

intelligent grid, intelligrid, future grid, inter grid, or intra 

grid, is an enhancement of the 20th century power grid. 

The traditional power grids are generally used to carry 

power from a few central generators to a large number of 

users or customers. In contrast, the SG uses two-way flows 

of electricity and information to create an automated and 

distributed advanced energy delivery network. Table I 

gives a brief comparison between the existing grid and the 

SG. The SG can be regarded as an electricity delivery 

system that uses information, two-way, cyber-secure 

communication technologies and computational 

intelligence in an integrated fashion across electricity 

generation, transmission, substations, distribution and 

consumption to achieve a system that is clean, safe, 

secure, reliable, efficient and sustainable. The initial 

concept of SG started with the idea of advanced metering 

infrastructure (AMI) with the aim of improving demand-

side management and energy efficiency, and constructing 

self-healing reliable grid protection against malicious 

sabotage and natural disasters (B. Hamilton et al , 2011). 

However, new requirements and demands drove the 
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electricity industries, research organizations, and 

governments to rethink and expand the initially perceived 

scope of SG. 

 The benefits and requirements of SG are improving 

power reliability and quality, optimizing facility utilization 

and averting construction of back-up (peak-load) power 

plants enhancing capacity and efficiency of existing 

electric          power networks, improving resilience to 

disruption, enabling predictive maintenance and self-

healing responses to system disturbances, facilitating 

expanded deployment of renewable energy sources, 

accommodating distributed power sources, automating 

maintenance and operation, reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions by enabling electric vehicles and new power 

sources, reducing oil consumption by reducing the need 

for inefficient generation during peak usage periods, 

presenting opportunities to improve grid security enabling 

transition to plug-in electric vehicles and new energy 

storage options, increasing consumer choice, enabling new 

products, services, and markets. 

 
2. Communications Networks in Smart Grid 

 
A communications system is the key component of the 

smart grid infrastructure (B. Hamilton et al, 2011; M. 

Erol-Kantarci et al, 2011).With the integration of 

advanced technologies and applications for achieving a 

smarter electricity grid infrastructure, a huge amount of 

data from different applications will be generated for 

further analysis, control and real-time pricing methods.
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Table 1 Brief Comparison of Between Existing Grid and Smart Grid 

 

Parameter Existing Grid Smart Grid 

Generation Centralized Centralized and distributed 

Communications None or one way Two way, real time 

Customer Interaction  Limited Extensive 

Metering 
Electromechanical (only for  billing 

not much control) 

Digital (Enabling real-time pricing and 

net metering) 

Operation 
Manual equipment checks, 

maintenance 

Remote monitoring, 

predictive, time-based maintenance 

Power flow control Limited 
Comprehensive, 

automated 

Reliability 
Prone to failures and cascading 

outages 

Automated, prevents outages before they 

start 

Restoration following disturbance Manual Self-healing 

System topology Radial, generally one way power flow Network, Multiple power flow paths 

Distributed Generation 
Limited grid accessibility for new 

producers 
Full and efficient grid accessibility 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Smart Grid Communication Layers  

 

Hence, it is very critical for electric utilities to define the 

communications requirements and find the best 

communications infrastructure to handle the output data 

and deliver a reliable, secure and cost-effective service 

throughout the total system. Electric utilities attempt to get 

customer’s attention to participate in the smart grid 

system, in order to improve services and efficiency. 

Demand side management and customer participation for 

efficient electricity usage are well understood, 

furthermore, the outages after disasters in existing power 

structure also focus the attention on the importance of the 

relationship between electric grids and communications 

systems (B. Hamilton et al, 2011). 

 Different communications technologies supported by 

two main communications media, i.e., wired and wireless, 

can be used for data transmission between smart meters 

and electric utilities. In some instances, wireless 

communications have some advantages over wired 

technologies, such as low-cost infrastructure and ease of 

connection to difficult or unreachable areas. However, the 

nature of the transmission path may cause the signal to 

attenuate. On the other hand, wired solutions do not have 

interference problems and their functions are not 

dependent on batteries, as wireless solutions often do. 

 Basically, two types of information infrastructure are 

needed for information flow in a smart grid system. The 

first flow is from sensor and electrical appliances to smart 

meters, the second is between smart meters and the 

utility’s data centers. The first data flow can be 

accomplished through power line communication or 

wireless communications, such as ZigBee, Z-wave and 

others. For the second information flow, cellular 

technologies or the Internet can be used. Nevertheless, 

there are key limiting factors that should be taken into 

account in the smart metering deployment process, such as 

time of deployment, operational costs, the availability of 
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the technology and rural/urban or indoor/outdoor 

environment, etc. The technology choice that fits one 

environment may not be suitable for the other. In the 

following, some of the smart grid communications 

technologies along with their advantages and 

disadvantages are briefly explained. 
 

A. ZigBee 
 

ZigBee is a wireless communications technology that is 

relatively low in power usage, data rate, complexity, and 

cost of deployment. It is an ideal technology for smart 

lightning, energy monitoring, home automation, and 

automatic meter reading, etc. ZigBee and ZigBee Smart 

Energy Profile (SEP) have been realized as the most 

suitable communication standards for smart grid 

residential network domain by the U.S. National Institute 

for Standards and Technology (NIST). The 

communication between smart meters, as well as among 

intelligent home appliances and in home displays, is very 

important. Many AMI vendors, such as Itron, Elster, and 

Landis Gyr, prefer smart meters that the ZigBee protocol 

can be integrated into. ZigBee integrated smart meters can  

communicate with the ZigBee integrated devices and 

control them. ZigBee SEP provides utilities to send 

messages to the home owners, and home owners can reach 

the information of their real-time energy consumption. 
 

1) Advantages ZigBee has 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz 

band, each with 5 MHz of bandwidth. 0 dBm (1 mW) 

is the maximum output power of the radios with a 

transmission range be-tween 1 and 100 m with a 250 

Kb/s data rate and OQPSK modulation. ZigBee is 

considered as a good option for metering and energy 

management and ideal for smart grid implementations 

along with its simplicity, mobility, robustness, low 

bandwidth requirements, low cost of deployment, its 

operation within an unlicensed spectrum, easy 

network implementation, being a standardized 

protocol based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. ZigBee 

SEP also has some advantages for gas, water and 

electricity utilities, such as load control and reduction, 

demand response, real-time pricing programs, real-

time system monitoring, and advanced metering 

support (P. Chatzimisios et al, 2012).  

2) Disadvantages There are some constraints on ZigBee 

for practical implementations, such as low processing 

capabilities, small memory size, small delay 

requirements and being subject to interference with 

other appliances, which share the same transmission 

medium, license-free industrial, scientific and medical 

(ISM) frequency band ranging from IEEE 802.11 

wireless local area networks (WLANs), Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth and Microwave. Hence, these concerns 

about the robustness of ZigBee under noise conditions 

increase the possibility of corrupting the entire 

communications channel due to the interference of 

802.11/b/g in the vicinity of ZigBee. Interference 

detection schemes, interference avoidance schemes 

and energy-efficient routing protocols, should be 

implemented to extend the network life time and 

provide a reliable and energy-efficient network 

performance. 

B. Wireless Mesh 
 

A mesh network is a flexible network consisting of a 

group of nodes, where new nodes can join the group and 

each node can act as an independent router. The self-

healing characteristic of the network enables the 

communication signals to find an-other route via the active 

nodes, if any node should drop out of the network. 

Especially, in North America, RF mesh-based systems are 

very popular. In PG&E’s Smart Meter system, every smart 

device is equipped with a radio module and each of them 

routes the metering data through nearby meters. Each 

meter acts as a signal repeater until the collected data 

reaches the electric network access point. Then, collected 

data is transferred to the utility via a communication 

network. A private company, Sky Pilot Networks uses 

mesh networking for smart grid applications due to the 

redundancy and high availability features of mesh 

technology. 

 

1) Advantages Mesh networking is a cost effective 

solution with dynamic self-organization, self-healing, 

self-configuration, high scalability services, which 

provide many advantages, such as improving the 

network performance, balancing the load on the 

network, extending the network coverage range. Good 

coverage can be provided in urban and suburban areas 

with the ability of multi hop routing. Also, the nature 

of a mesh network allows meters to act as signal 

repeaters and adding more repeaters to the network 

can extend the coverage and capacity of the network. 

Advanced metering infrastructures and home energy 

management are some of the applications that 

wireless mesh technology can be used for (Z. Fan et 

al, 2012).  

2) Disadvantages Network capacity, fading and 

interference can be counted as the major challenges of 

wireless mesh networking systems. In urban areas, 

mesh networks have been faced with a coverage 

challenge since the meter density cannot provide 

complete coverage of the communications network. 

Providing the balance between reliable and flexible 

routing, a sufficient number of smart nodes, taking 

into account node cost, are very critical for mesh 

networks. Furthermore, a third party company is 

required to manage the network, and since the 

metering information passes through every access 

point, some encryption techniques are applied to the 

data for security purposes. In addition, while data 

packets travel around many neighbors, there can be 

loop problems causing additional overheads in the 

communications channel that would result in a 

reduction of the available bandwidth.  

 

C. Cellular Network Communication  

 

Existing cellular networks can be a good option for 

communicating between smart meters and the utility and 

between far nodes. The existing communications 

infrastructure avoids utilities from spending operational 

costs and additional time for building a dedicated 

communications infrastructure. Cellular network solutions 
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also enable smart metering deployments spreading to a 

wide area environment. 2G, 2.5G, 3G, WiMAX, and LTE 

are the cellular communication technologies available to 

utilities for smart metering deployments. When a data 

transfer interval between the meter and the utility of 

typically 15 min is used, a huge amount of data will be 

generated and a high data rate connection would be 

required to transfer the data to the utility  (V. C. Gungor et 

al, 2010). For example, T-Mobile’s Global System for 

Mobile Communications (GSM) network is chosen for the 

deployment of Echelon’s Networked Energy Services 

(NES) system. An embedded T-Mobile SIM within a 

cellular radio module will be integrated into Echelon’s 

smart meters to enable the communication between the 

smart meters and the back-haul utility. Since T-Mobile’s 

GSM network will handle all the communication 

requirements of the smart metering network, there is no 

need for an investment of a new dedicated 

communications net-work by utilities. Telenor, Telecom 

Italia, China Mobile, Vodafone have also agreed to put 

their GSM network into service for data flow of smart 

metering communications. Itron’s SEN-ITEL electricity 

meter is integrated with a GPRS module and 

communicates with a server running Smart Synch’s 

Transaction Management System. Code-division multiple-

access (CDMA), wideband code-division multiple-access 

(WCDMA), and Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

System (UMTS) wireless technologies are also used in 

smart grid projects. A CDMA smart grid solution for the 

residential utility market has been introduced by Verizon, 

and Verizon’s 3G CDMA network will be used as the 

backbone of the smart grid communications with the 

Smart Synch smart grid solutions. UMTS is IP-based and 

a packet oriented service that is suitable for metering 

applications Telenor with Cinclus technology is offering 

UMTS technology for smart grid communications (S.  

Mohagheghi et al, 2010). 

 An Australian energy delivery company, SP AusNet, is 

building a dedicated communications network for smart 

grid applications and chose WiMAX technology for the 

communications need of the smart meters. WiMAX chip 

sets are embedded into the smart meters and wireless 

communications is dedicated between smart meters and 

the central system in SP Aus Net’s system. A U.S. 

wireless carrier, Sprint Nextel, had signed a partnership 

with the smart grid software provider, Grid Net, on a 

project to provide communication between smart meters 

and smart routers over its 4G wireless network. General 

Electric (GE) is developing WiMAX-based smart meters 

with Center Point Energy and had collaborated with Grid 

Net, Motorola, and Intel to focus on WiMAX connectivity 

solutions. In GE’s smart meter project with Center Point 

Energy, it will deploy WiMAX-based MDS Mercury 3650 

radios to connect the utility’s back-haul system to 

collection points, which will collect data from smart 

meters that are installed by Center Point. Furthermore, 

some major companies, such as Cisco, Silver Springs 

Network, and Verizon, also implement WiMAX smart 

grid applications. The world’s largest WiMAX vendor, 

Alvarion, has announced its partnership with a U.S. utility 

company, National Grid, for a WiMAX-based smart grid 

project. Lower deployment and operating costs, proper 

security protocols, smooth communications, high data 

speeds (up to 75 Mb/s), an appropriate amount of 

bandwidth and scalability are the advantages of today’s 

WiMAX technology. 

 

1) Advantages Cellular networks already exist. Therefore, 

utilities do not have to incur extra cost for building the 

communications infrastructure required for a smart grid. 

Widespread and cost-effective benefits make cellular 

communication one of the leading communications 

technologies in the market. Due to data gathering at 

smaller intervals, a huge amount of data will be generated 

and the cellular networks will provide sufficient 

bandwidth for such applications. When security comes 

into discussion, cellular networks are ready to secure the 

data transmissions with strong security controls. To 

manage healthy communications with smart meters in 

rural or urban areas, the wide area deployment capability 

of smart grid becomes a key component and since the 

cellular networks coverage has reached al-most 100%. In 

addition, GSM technology performs up to 14.4 Kb/s, 

GPRS performs up to 170 Kb/s and they both support 

AMI, Demand Response, Home Area Network (HAN) 

applications. Anonymity, authentication, signaling 

protection and user data protection security services are 

the security strengths of GSM technology. Lower cost, 

better coverage, lower maintenance costs, and fast 

installation features highlight why cellular networks can 

be the best candidate as a smart grid communications 

technology for the applications, such as demand response 

management, advanced metering infrastructures, HAN, 

outage management, etc. 

2) Disadvantages Some power grid mission-critical 

applications need continuous availability of 

communications. However, the services of cellular 

networks are shared by customer market and this may 

result in network congestion or decrease in network 

performance in emergency situations. Hence, these 

considerations can drive utilities to build their own private 

communications network. In abnormal situations, such as 

a wind storm, cellular network providers may not provide 

guarantee service. Compared to public networks, private 

networks may handle these kinds of situations better due 

to the usage of a variety of technologies and spectrum 

bands (V. C. Gungor et al, 2010). 

 

D. Power line Communication 

 

Power line communication (PLC) is a technique that uses 

the existing power lines to transmit high-speed (2–3 Mb/s) 

data signals from one device to the other. PLC has been 

the first choice for communication with the electricity 

meter due to the direct connection with the meter and 

successful implementations of AMI in urban areas where 

other solutions struggle to meet the needs of utilities. PLC 

systems based on the LV distribution network have been 

one of the research topics for smart grid applications in 

China. In a typical PLC network, smart meters are 

connected to the data concentrator through power lines 

and data is transferred to the data center via cellular 
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network technologies. For example, any electrical device, 

such as a power line smart transceiver-based meter, can be 

connected to the power-line and used to transmit the 

metering data to a central location. France has launched 

the Linky meter project that includes updating 35 million 

traditional meters to Linky smart meters. PLC technology 

is chosen for data communication be-tween the smart 

meters and the data concentrator, while GPRS technology 

is used for transferring the data from the data concentrator 

to the utility’s data center. ENEL, the Italian electric 

utility, chose PLC technology to transfer smart meter data 

to the nearest data concentrator and GSM technology to 

send the data to data centers. 

 

1) Advantages PLC can be considered as a promising 

technology for smart grid applications due to the fact that 

the existing infrastructure decreases the installation cost of 

the communications infrastructure. The standardization 

efforts on PLC networks, the cost-effective, ubiquitous 

nature, and widely available infrastructure of PLC, can be 

the reasons for its strength and popularity. Data 

transmissions are broad-cast in nature for PLC, hence, the 

security aspects are critical. Confidentiality, 

authentication, integrity, and user intervention are some of 

the critical issues in smart grid communications. HAN 

application is one of the biggest applications for PLC 

technology. Moreover, PLC technology can be well suited 

to urban areas for smart grid applications, such as smart 

metering, monitoring and control applications, since the 

PLC infrastructure is already covering the areas that are in 

the range of the service territory of utility companies. 

2) Disadvantages There are some technical challenges due 

to the nature of the power line networks. The power line 

trans-mission medium is a harsh and noisy environment 

that makes the channel difficult to be modeled. The low-

bandwidth characteristic (20 kb/s for neighborhood area 

networks) restricts the PLC technology for applications 

that need higher bandwidth (U.S. Department of Energy, 

2011). Furthermore, the network topology, the number and 

type of the devices connected to the power lines, wiring 

distance be-tween transmitter and receiver, all, adversely 

affect the quality of signal that is transmitted over the 

power lines. The sensitivity of PLC to disturbances and 

dependency on the quality of signal are the disadvantages 

that make PLC technology not suited for data 

transmission. However, there have been some hybrid 

solutions in which PLC technology is combined with other 

technologies, i.e., GPRS or GSM, to provide full-

connectivity not possible by PLC technology. 

 

E. Digital Subscriber Lines 

 

Digital Subscriber Lines (DSLs) is a high-speed digital 

data transmission technology that uses the wires of the 

voice telephone network. It is common to see frequencies 

greater than 1 MHz through an ADSL enabled telephone 

line. The already existing infrastructure of DSL lines 

reduces installation cost. Hence, many companies chose 

DSL technology for their smart grid projects. The Current 

Group, a Smart Grid Solution Company, has collaborated 

with Qwest to implement a Smart Grid project. Qwest’s 

existing low latency, secure, high capacity DSL network 

will be used for data transmissions. Xcel Energy’s Smart 

Grid City project has also proved the interoperability of 

the technology by utilizing the Current’s intelligent 

sensors and Open Grid platform and Qwest’s DSL 

network. A smart metering project has been carried out for 

Stadtwerke Emden-Municipal Utilities in Germany by 

Deutsche Telekom. In the project, Deutsche Telekom is 

responsible to provide the data communications for 

electric and gas meters. A communication box will be 

installed at the customer premises and the consumption 

information will be transmitted over DSL to Stadtwerke 

Emden (V. C. Gungor et al, 2009). Deutsche Telekom 

offers many services in this project, such as reading 

consumption data, installation and operation, data 

transmission, etc. However, the throughput of the DSL 

connection depends on how far away the subscriber is 

from the serving telephone exchange and this makes it 

difficult to characterize the performance of DSL 

technology. 

 

1) Advantages The widespread availability, low-cost and 

high bandwidth data transmissions are the most important 

reasons for making the DSL technology the first 

communications candidate for electricity suppliers in 

implementing the smart grid concept with smart metering 

and data transmission smart grid applications. 

2) Disadvantages The reliability and potential down time 

of DSL technology may not be acceptable for mission 

critical applications. Distance dependence and lack of 

standardization may cause additional problems. The wired 

DSL - based communications systems require 

communications cables to be installed and regularly 

maintained, and thus, cannot be implemented in rural areas 

due to the high cost of installing fixed infrastructure for 

low-density areas. 

 To conclude, wired technologies, such as DSL, PLC, 

optical fiber, are costly for wide area deployments but they 

have the ability to increase the communications capacity, 

reliability and security. On the other hand, wireless 

technologies can reduce the installation costs, but provide 

constrained bandwidth and security options. 

 

3. Smart Grid Communications Requirements 

 

The communication infrastructure between energy 

generation, transmission, and distribution and 

consumption requires two-way communications, 

interoperability between advanced applications and end-

to-end reliable and secure communications with low-

latencies and sufficient bandwidth. Moreover, the system 

security should be robust enough to prevent cyber-attacks 

and provide system stability and reliability with advanced 

controls. In the following, major smart grid 

communication requirements are presented. 

 

A. Security 

 

Secure information storage and transportation are 

extremely vital for power utilities, especially for billing 

purposes and grid control. To avoid cyber-attacks, 
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efficient security mechanisms should be developed and 

standardization efforts regarding the security of the power 

grid should be made. 

 

B. System Reliability, Robustness and Availability 

 

Providing the system reliability has become one of the 

most prioritized requirements for power utilities. Aging 

power infra-structure and increasing energy consumption 

and peak demand are some of the reasons that create 

unreliability issues for the power grid. Harnessing the 

modern and secure communication protocols, the 

communication and information technologies, faster and 

more robust control devices, embedded intelligent devices 

(IEDs) for the entire grid from substation and feeder to 

customer resources, will significantly strengthen the 

system reliability and robustness. The availability of the 

communication structure is based on preferred 

communication technology. Wireless technologies with 

constrained bandwidth and security and reduced 

installation costs can be a good choice for large-scale 

smart grid deployments. On the other hand, wired 

technologies with increased capacity, reliability and 

security can be costly. To provide system reliability, 

robustness and availability at the same time with 

appropriate installation costs, a hybrid communication 

technology mixed with wired and wireless solutions can 

be used. 

 

C. Scalability 

 

A smart grid should be scalable enough to facilitate the 

operation of the power grid. Many smart meters, smart 

sensor nodes, smart data collectors, and renewable energy 

resources are joining the communications network. Hence, 

smart grid should handle the scalability with the 

integration of advanced web services, reliable protocols 

with advanced functionalities, such as self-configuration, 

security aspects. 

 

D. Quality-of-Service (QoS) 

 

The communication between the power supplier and 

power customers is a key issue of the smart grid. 

Performance degradation like delay or outage may 

compromise stability, therefore, a QoS mechanism must 

be provided to satisfy the communications requirements 

(for example high-speed routing) and a QoS routing 

protocol must be applied in the communications net-work. 

This incurs two important questions unique to smart grid. 

 

• How to define the QoS requirement in the context of 

smart grid.  

 

• How to ensure the QoS requirement from the home 

appliance in the communications network. 

 

To answer the first question, the detailed mechanism of 

power price, based on the dynamics of the load, must be 

investigated. Then, a reward system is built for the home 

appliance based on the power price and the utility function 

of the appliance, thus obtaining the impact of delay and 

outage on the reward of the home appliance. Finally, the 

QoS requirement is derived by optimizing the reward. To 

answer the second question, routing methodologies 

meeting the derived QoS requirement are focused on. Due 

to the requirements of high computing and storage 

capabilities imposed by the heterogeneity of the smart 

grid, multiple QoS-aware routing within multiple (more 

than 2) constraints must be considered (for example a 

greedy algorithm with K-approximation, where K is the 

number of constraints). A QoS requirement usually 

includes specifications, like average delay, jitter and 

connection outage probability. To de-rive the QoS 

requirement, it is important to describe the probabilistic 

dynamics of the power system, to evaluate the impact of 

different QoS specifications on the smart grid system and 

to derive the QoS requirement from the corresponding 

impact (B. Lu et al, 2009). 

 The power price is typically determined by locational 

margin price (LMP) driven by the load that varies with 

time. A constrained optimization problem can be used to 

derive the LMP from the load and other parameters, where 

the Lagrange factors of the constraints are considered as 

prices. 

 To efficiently link together the large number of smart 

grid components, a powerful data communications 

infrastructure will be provided. It is expected that part of 

this infrastructure will make use of the power distribution 

lines themselves as communications carriers using PLC 

technology. It is also expected to have a combination of 

wireless technologies to establish a reliable 

communications infrastructure. Also, recent 

standardization efforts under the umbrella of IEEE 

(P1901.2), ITU and others are dedicated to PLC 

technology for Smart Grid applications. 

 One of the challenges of employing PLC in power 

distribution grids is multi hop transmission message 

routing. The basic idea is that network nodes, i.e., PLC 

enabled devices; act as repeaters of messages in order to 

achieve sufficient coverage. The focus in these two 

previous studies is on reliable delivery of messages taking 

into account unpredictable and possible sudden changes of 

communications links and network topology. In this 

regard, for flooding of messages, the concept of single-

frequency network (SFN) transmission is presented. In the 

problem of routing in PLC networks is revised taking into 

account that network nodes are static and thus, their 

location is known a priori. In other words, the nodes know 

in which direction a message is intended to flow. More 

specifically, if a node receives a packet it can decide 

whether to forward it or not. Such routing algorithms are 

known as geo-graphic routing in the wireless 

communications literature, where they have been applied 

mainly in the context of wireless sensor networks. These 

algorithms present high performance for the application at 

hand they close the gap between flooding on the one hand 

and improved shortest path routing on the other. 

 In the implementation of a smart monitoring system 

over a wireless sensor network is presented, with 

particular emphasis on the creation of a solid routing 

infrastructure through the routing protocol for low-power 
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and lossy networks (RPL), whose definition is currently 

being discussed within the IETF ROLL working group. 

RPL was designed in order to match the requirements of 

networks characterized by low-power supplies and by 

deployment in lossy environments. This involves both 

wired and wireless networks deployed in difficult 

environments, where the presence of high interference 

requires adaptive and re-configurable network operations. 

In a hybrid routing protocol that combines local agility 

with centralized control is presented. It meets the 

requirements of robust collection, point-to-point 

communication, and low footprint. It uses a distributed 

algorithm to form a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for 

routing data from in-network nodes to border routers, 

allowing nodes to maintain multiple options that are 

ranked through data-driven link estimation. 

 

4. Smart Grid Standards 

 

There are many applications, techniques and technological 

solutions for smart grid system that have been developed 

or are still in the development phase. However, the key 

challenge is that the overall smart grid system is lacking 

widely accepted standards and this situation prevents the 

integration of advanced applications, smart meters, smart 

devices, and renewable energy sources and limits the 

interoperability between them. The adoption of 

interoperability standards for the overall system is a 

critical prerequisite for making the smart grid system a 

reality. Seamless interoperability, robust information 

security, increased safety of new products and systems, 

compact set of protocols and communication exchange are 

some of the objectives that can be achieved with smart 

grid standardization efforts. There are many regional and 

national attempts towards achieving this goal; for 

example, the European Union Technology Platform 

organization’s strategic energy technology plan is all about 

the development of a smart electricity system over the next 

30 years; Ontario Energy Board, Canada, has committed 

itself towards the completion of a smart meter installation. 

On the other hand, NIST, the American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI), the International Electro 

technical Commission (IEC), the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Third Generation 

Partnership Project(3 GPP) and on the regional level, the 

Korean Agency for Technology and Standards (KATS), 

and Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) are the 

recognized standard development organizations that are 

worth to mention. In addition, the CEN, CENELEC, and 

ETSI has formed a Joint working group for smart grid 

standardization efforts and aim to achieve the European 

Commission’s policy objectives regarding the smart grid. 

Their efforts focus on smart metering functionalities and 

communication interfaces for electric, water and heat 

sectors in Europe (M. Erol-Kantarci  et al, 2011).  

 

Revenue Metering Information Model 

 

• ANSI C12.19 ANSI C12.19 is an ANSI standard for 

utility industry end device data tables. This standard is 

defining a table structure for data transmissions 

between an end device and a computer for utility 

applications using binary codes and XML content. 

ANSI C12.19 is not interested in defining device 

design criteria or specifying the language or protocol 

used to transport that data. 

• M-Bus M-Bus is a European standard and provides 

the requirements for remotely reading all kinds of 

utility meters. The utility meters are connected to a 

common master that periodically reads the meters via 

M-Bus. The wireless version, Wireless M-Bus, is also 

specified recently.  

• ANSI C12.18 ANSI C12.18 is an American National 

Standard (ANSI) standard that is specifically designed 

for meter communications and responsible for two 

way communications between smart electricity meters 

(C12.18 device) and a C12.18 client via an optical 

port.  

 

B. Building Automation 

 

• BACnet BACnet is a standard communication 

protocol that was developed by the American Society 

of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 

Engineers (ASHRAE) for building automation and 

control networks and support the implementation of 

intelligent buildings with full integration of computer-

based building automation and control systems from 

multiple manufacturers. 

 

C.  Substation Automation  

 

• IEC 61850 IEC 61850 is a flexible, open standard 

that de-fines the communication between devices in 

transmission, distribution and substation automation 

systems. To enable seamless data communications 

and information exchange between the overall 

distribution networks, it is aimed to increase the scope 

of IEC 6180 to whole electric network and provide its 

compatibility with Common Information Model 

(CIM) for monitoring, control and protection 

applications. This technology is implemented by 

modern manufacturers in their latest power 

engineering products like distribution automation 

nodes/grid measurement and diagnostics devices.  

 

D. Power line Networking  

 

• Home Plug Home Plug is a power line technology 

and the existing home electricity is used to connect 

the smart appliances to HAN; Home Plug Command 

and Control (HPCC) version is designed for low-cost 

applications. Home Plug is a promising technology to 

create a reliable HAN between electric appliances and 

a smart meter.  

• Home Plug Green PHY Home Plug Green PHY 

specification is developed as a low-power, cost-

optimized power line networking specification 

standard for smart grid applications used in home area 

networking by the Smart Energy Technical Working 

Group within the Home Plug Power-line Alliance. 
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The inputs for optimization of specifications for field 

tests were gathered from many utilities, i.e., 

Consumers Energy, Duke Energy, Pacific Gas and 

Electric, and Southern California Edison. Backwards 

interoperability, lower data rate and IP networking 

support, low-power consumption, full interoperability 

with both Home Plug de-vices are the leading features 

of Home Plug Green PHY specification.  

• PRIME PRIME is an open, global power line 

standard that provides multivendor interoperability 

and welcomes several entities to its body. Advanced 

Digital Design, CUR-RENT Group, Landis Gyr, 

STMicroelectronics, Syscom and ZIV Medida are 

some of the current companies that have extensive 

experience in PLC technology and smart metering.  

• G3-PLC G3-PLC is a power line communications 

specification launched by ERDF and Maxim that aims 

to provide interoperability, cyber security and 

robustness and reduce infrastructure costs in smart 

grid implementations worldwide.  
 

E. Home Area Network Device Communication 

Measurement and Control  
 

• U-SNAP There have been a variety of incompatible 

standards for HAN. This lack of standardization in 

HAN Utility has driven major AMI suppliers and 

product manufacturers to develop a solution, namely 

Utility Smart Network Access Port (U-SNAP). The 

main requirement is the existence of an interface to 

connect any type of product to a HAN. U-SNAP 

basically enables the standardization of a connector 

and serial interface and identifies the hardware 

interface, physical dimensions, data transfer, message 

con-tents and protocol specifics for HAN devices to 

provide many communication protocols to connect 

HAN devices to smart meters. 

• IEEE P1901 The IEEE P1901 Working Group (WG) 

under the sponsorship of the IEEE Communications 

Society developed the IEEE P1901 standard for high-

speed power line communications to meet in-home 

multimedia, utility and smart grid application 

requirements. Access control and physical layer 

specifications for broad-band over power line 

networks are analyzed in detail and the access system 

with cell structure is defined by the IEEE P1901 

Working Group. The IEEE P1901 standard has an 

important effect on communications technology by 

integrating power line communications into wireless 

networks with extensive features, such as high-speed, 

walls-penetration, etc. 

• Z-Wave Z-Wave is an alternative solution to ZigBee 

that handles the interference with 802.11/b/g since it 

operates in the 800 MHz range. Z-Wave is not an 

open standard and developed by The Z-Wave 

Alliance, an international consortium of 

manufacturers. The simple, modular and low-cost 

features make Z-Wave one of the leading wireless 

technologies in home automation. Z-Wave can be 

easily embedded to consumer electronic appliances, 

such as lighting, remote control, security systems that 

require low-bandwidth data operations.  

F. Application-Level Energy Management Systems 

 

• IEC 61970 and IEC 61968 Two defined standards, 

i.e., IEC 61970 and IEC 61969, provide what is called 

a Common Information Model (CIM), which is 

necessary for exchanging data between devices and 

networks. IEC 61970 works in the transmission 

domain, while IEC 61968 works in the distribution 

domain. CIM standards are integral to the deployment 

of a smart grid scenario, in which many devices 

connect to a single network. 

• Open ADR Open ADR is a research and standards 

development effort that is defined as a fully 

automated demand response using open standard, 

platform independent, and transparent end-to-end 

technologies or software systems. Open ADR was 

originally developed at Lawrence Berkeley Labs, a 

U.S. government research laboratory. The adoption of 

Open ADR to the smart grid is very important to 

provide effective deployment of dynamic pricing, 

demand response, and grid reliability.  

 

G. Cyber Security  

 

• IEC 62351 IEC 62351 defines cyber security for the 

communication protocols defined by the previous four 

sets. Security is a major concern with smart grids, 

which are especially vulnerable to attack because of 

the two-way communication between devices and the 

utility grid.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The smart grid has been conceived as an evolution of 

electric power systems due to the increasing diffusion of 

distributed generation by renewable sources, but with the 

additional aim to enhance efficiency, reliability, and safety 

of the existing power grid. To this end, remote and timely 

information gathering about equipment failures, capacity 

limitations, and natural accidents is extremely critical for 

ensuring proactive and real-time and reliable diagnosis of 

possible failures in the smart grid. This makes cost-

effective remote sensing technologies vital for safe, 

seamless, and efficient power delivery in the smart grid. In 

this paper, communications technologies and requirements 

for smart grids have been discussed. The QoS mechanism 

is introduced and standards are presented. Clearly, there 

are many important open research issues for the realization 

of smart grid communications and applications. Future 

work includes discussion of grid characteristics, 

architectures, key players, pilot projects, applications, and 

research challenges on ICT issues, in order to give a 

complete overview on the subject. 
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